
TO SIGN UP AND PROVE:   for this legal demand that we the people are the authority of
this democracy called ILLINOIS/   begins with:
 I, ____________________________the undersigned
fully aware and understanding, my name will be attached to this federal case 11-2111; OR its
appeal if necessary:      by the following words or description.
By this petition of:   WE the people,   “ to our government employees,”
 AS DEMOCRACY EXHIBITED in this our demand:
DO HEREBY DECLARE, THE FOLLOWING; BY MY NAME AND LEGAL ADDRESS WITHIN
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
 {BE aware:  it will NOT be hidden from the court or the internal revenue service thereby; or
public court documents.  And they will use it as they desire. For use in federal court,  this petition
must be printed, signed, and mailed:  box 122 Royal IL 61871; you may add names to the bottom
if you wish/ not the back.}

To proceed online  go to for this petition, The online petition goes to the Illinois governor and
state house / Senate.  The mail in petition is for court purposes.
That I, ______________________________________________________, whose legal address
is______________________________________ ____________________________________ 
(a legal citizen of ILLINOIS- only).

Believe and have determined by this statement of name and address that our employees of
this state MUST obey our constitutional law, and grant the full and
legitimate LEGAL rights IN COURT:   of redress of grievances!
  As is determined by the fifth guarantee,  within the IL constitution TO ALL IL CITIZENS.

IT IS further stated and believed by me: that I have every legitimate right to withhold
taxes to this state of IL until that action exists/ THE LAW,  established by the employees of
this state of IL.  

That can occur by rescinding the order of the court in 10-MR-853, so that it may go
forward as redress of grievances for the people, in state court.  OR that may be established, by
our federal government, through this federal court, in Urbana IL, of this USA:  as is represented
by the case 11-2111.  Shall go forward and prove that the state of IL MUST obey and
provide the promises due to our citizens as is the guarantees called the state of IL
constitution.  Honoring thereby article 3 of the US constitution. Section 2.1 “the judicial power
shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising under this constitution, the laws of the United
States..... to all cases....and between a state and the citizens thereof.”
The current count of those who do so agreed and demand is listed online automatically/ the mail
in count will be determined by the court itself if enough to use.  As this count increases, it shall
be filed with the court. For legal status.  But until sufficient numbers exist, of people willing to
legally revolt against those who fail to keep our laws:   that will not occur .   Its up to you.
TO PROCEED BY US MAIL: print this petition, sign & send to:   box 122     Royal IL 61871     
             Those who wish to send a message to their own state, other than IL are
allowed to do so, at this “message to the United States government”.
That message is:   we the people are a democracy.  Give us back our democracy.


